
OUTDOOR WEATHER PROTECTION SOLUTIONS





An entirely bespoke and innovative system that completey 
enhances your business’s outdoor dining area, a luxurious 
solution that becomes the focal-point for high-end outside 
spaces.

The ventilated roof consists of alumnium blades that adjust 
accordingly to the surrounding climate, allowing for the most 
comfortable of environments.

BIOCLIMATIC
ROOF SYSTEMS





A simple but effective system for creating shade quickly and 
elegantly with a sleek appearance, even when fully retracted 
into the cassette.

Create a pleasent, shaded area with designs, colours and 
branding suited to your business, with large sizes available to 
cover large outdoor areas where required.

RETRACTABLE AWNINGS







Our range of pergolas offer a durable and convenient retractable 
roof system for various sized outdoor dining and business areas, 
all year-round.

These high quality pergolas can be specified or later equipped 
with retractable side options for additional shading, shelter from 
breezes as well as the segregation of space.

PERGOLA SYSTEMS







Open spaces or locations with heavier rainfall may require an 
enhanced pergola system, where the reinforced manufacturing 
and fabric thickness allows for greater durability. 

Take advantage of the higher specification framework and use 
the pergola as a shelter for your customers all year round, 
retracting easily wherever required.

ENHANCED
PERGOLA SYSTEMS







The ultimate choice for outdoor spaces that need all year-round 
cover from the very diverse weather experienced in the UK.

With a sleek and welcoming appearance, a glass veranda makes 
a business’s outdoor space wonderfully appealing and can be 

equipped with infrared heaters, spot lighting and blinds to 
create the most luxurious and comfortable experience.

GLASS VERANDAS







Offering durable and appealing cover for pubs, cafes and outdoor 
dining areas, large umbrellas are an excellent choice for many 
businesses in the UK.

Large umbrellas can be specified in a huge variety of colours, 
designs and shapes, as well as with heating and lighting to 
create a truly enhanced and pleasent environment.

UMBRELLAS







Butterfly awnings are an excellent choice for outdoor areas due 
to their apealing design and ability to cover large spaces.

Models are not only available to shelter customers from the sun, 
but the rain too, a very much appropriate option for outdoor 
spaces in the UK’s unpredictable weather.

BUTTERFLY AWNINGS







An ideal solution where there is no building or framework to 
install a system directly onto, high quality free standing awnings 

allow for a covered outdoor space, wherever it may be situated. 

There is a whole host of different systems available that are 
appropriate for various environments, with bespoke design 

options to align the system with your company branding.

FREESTANDING AWNINGS
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